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Abstract Waves around the lower hybrid frequency are frequently observed at Earth's magnetopause
and readily reach very large amplitudes. Determining the properties of lower hybrid waves is crucial
because they are thought to contribute to electron and ion heating, cross-field particle diffusion,
anomalous resistivity, and energy transfer between electrons and ions. All these processes could play an
important role in magnetic reconnection at the magnetopause and the evolution of the boundary layer. In
this paper, the properties of lower hybrid waves at Earth's magnetopause are investigated using the
Magnetospheric Multiscale mission. For the first time, the properties of the waves are investigated using
fields and direct particle measurements. The highest-resolution electron moments resolve the velocity and
density fluctuations of lower hybrid waves, confirming that electrons remain approximately frozen in at
lower hybrid wave frequencies. Using fields and particle moments, the dispersion relation is constructed
and the wave-normal angle is estimated to be close to 90◦ to the background magnetic field. The waves are
shown to have a finite parallel wave vector, suggesting that they can interact with parallel propagating
electrons. The observed wave properties are shown to agree with theoretical predictions, the previously
used single-spacecraft method, and four-spacecraft timing analyses. These results show that
single-spacecraft methods can accurately determine lower hybrid wave properties.
1. Introduction
Lower hybrid drift waves are waves that develop at frequencies between the ion and electron gyrofrequen-
cies, with wavelengths between the electron and ion thermal gyroradii (Davidson et al., 1977; Krall &
Liewer, 1971). Under these conditions, the electrons remain approximately magnetized, while the ions
are unmagnetized. In general, lower hybrid waves are treated in the electrostatic approximation, typically
assuming a plasma beta less than unity (Davidson & Gladd, 1975; Krall & Liewer, 1971). Both observations
and simulations show that these waves have properties consistent with predictions of the electrostatic lower
hybrid drift instability, namely wave numbers of k𝜌e ∼ 0.5 and frequency 𝜔 ≲ 𝜔LH , where 𝜌e is the electron
thermal gyroradius and𝜔LH is the angular lower hybrid frequency (Graham et al., 2017a; Khotyaintsev et al.,
2016; Le et al., 2017, 2018). Although the lower hybrid wave properties are close to electrostatic in nature,
the waves are generally not electrostatic in the sense that the fluctuating magnetic fields 𝛿B are not
zero. Magnetic field fluctuations develop due to the currents associated with waves (Norgren et al., 2012).
Both observations and simulations show that these magnetic field fluctuations are often primarily in the
direction parallel to the background magnetic field and are frequently observed at Earth's magnetopause
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Lower hybrid waves can play an important role in magnetic reconnection. Lower hybrid waves can be of
particular importance because they can contribute to anomalous resistivity (Davidson & Gladd, 1975; Huba
et al., 1977; Silin et al., 2005), heat electrons and ions (McBride et al., 1972; Cairns & mcMillan, 2005),
transfer energy between electrons and ions, and produce cross-field particle diffusion (Graham et al., 2017a;
Treumann et al., 1991; Vaivads et al., 2004). In magnetopause reconnection, lower hybrid waves are found
at the density gradient on the magnetospheric side of the X line (Graham et al., 2016, 2017a; Khotyaintsev
et al., 2016), where the stagnation point is expected to occur (Cassak & Shay, 2007). Therefore, lower hybrid
waves could potentially play a significant role in reconnection at Earth's magnetopause. This can modify the
predictions of two-dimensional simulations of magnetic reconnection, which suppress lower hybrid waves.
More generally, plasma boundaries, regardless of whether or not magnetic reconnection is occurring, can
be unstable to lower hybrid waves, so it is important to characterize the observed lower hybrid waves and
determine what effects they have on electrons and ions, and how they can modify the boundaries.
During the first magnetopause phase of the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission, the four spacecraft
reached separations as small as ∼ 15 km. These separations were either comparable to or larger than the
wavelengths of lower hybrid waves ∼ 10 km at Earth's dayside magnetopause (Graham et al., 2016, 2017a).
Therefore, because of the typically broadband nature of the waves, timing analysis could not be used to
accurately determine the wave properties, such as phase speed, propagation direction, wavelength, and wave
potential. These properties were determined using a single-spacecraft method (Graham et al., 2016, 2017a;
Khotyaintsev et al., 2016; Norgren et al., 2012). However, during the MMS's second magnetopause phase
beginning in September 2016, the spacecraft separations were as small as ∼ 5 km. These separations are
below the typical wavelength of the quasi-electrostatic lower hybrid wave and thus enable the lower hybrid
wave properties to be determined using four-spacecraft timing analyses for the first time. In addition, it is
possible with MMS to measure the electron distributions and moments at 7.5 ms resolution (corresponding
to a Nyquist frequency of 67 Hz ; Rager et al., 2018), which is often sufficient to resolve the lower hybrid
frequency at Earth's magnetopause.
In this paper, we investigate the properties and generation mechanisms of lower hybrid waves at Earth's
magnetopause. For the first time, we investigate the lower hybrid waves using direct particle measurements
and show that their properties are consistent with theoretical predictions. We compare the single-spacecraft
method developed in Norgren et al. (2012) and single spacecraft methods developed in this paper, based
on the measured electron moments with four-spacecraft timing to determine the properties of the lower
hybrid waves. When the spacecraft separations are sufficiently small to enable multispacecraft timing to be
applied, the results show good agreement with the single-spacecraft methods, confirming their accuracy.
Lower hybrid waves produced by magnetosheath ions entering the magnetosphere via the finite gyrora-
dius effect are shown to be consistent with generation by the modified two-stream instability (McBride
et al., 1972; Wu et al., 1983). We show that lower hybrid waves are generated in the ion diffusion region
of magnetopause reconnection and are driven by a large E × B electron drift and a smaller electron
diamagnetic drift.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 , we review the properties of lower hybrid waves based on
cold plasma theory. In section 3 , we introduce the data used. In sections 4 and 5, we investigate in detail the
lower hybrid waves observed at two magnetopause crossings observed on November 28, 2016 and December
14, 2015. Section 6 contains the discussion, and the conclusions are stated in section 7.
2. Lower Hybrid Wave Properties
In this section, we present the fields and particle properties of lower hybrid waves predicted from cold plasma
theory. The derivation of the cold plasma dispersion equation and the wave properties are well known and
derived in several plasma physics textbooks (e.g., Stix, 1962; Swanson, 1989) so are not repeated here. Elec-
tric fields are calculated from the dielectric tensor, magnetic fields are computed from Faraday's law, electron
and ion velocities are calculated from the momentum equation, and density perturbations are calculated
from the continuity equation. Lower hybrid waves are found for k⟂ ≫ k|| on the whistler dispersion sur-
face (André, 1985), where k|| and k⟂ are the wave numbers parallel and perpendicular to the background
magnetic field B. At the magnetopause fpe∕fce > 1, where fpe is the electron plasma frequency and fce is
the electron cyclotron frequency, so the whistler/lower hybrid dispersion surface does not cross any other
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Figure 1. Properties of the whistler/lower hybrid dispersion surface as functions of k||de and k⟂de. The properties are calculated for fpe∕fce = 10. (a) Ellipticity
of the perpendicular electric field 𝛿E. (b) Ratio of the parallel to total electric field 𝛿E||∕𝛿E. (c) Ratio of the electrostatic to total electric field 𝛿EES∕𝛿E.
(d) c𝛿B∕𝛿E. (e) Ratio of parallel to total magnetic field fluctuations 𝛿B||∕𝛿B. (f) Ratio of the electron energy density to magnetic field energy density We∕WB.
(g) Ratio of parallel to perpendicular electron velocities 𝛿Ve,||∕𝛿Ve,⟂. (h) Ratio of electron to ion energy densities We∕Wi. (i) Ratio of density and magnetic field
perturbations normalized to their background values (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B).
dispersion surfaces in cold plasma theory. In cold plasma theory, the lower hybrid wave for k|| = 0 has a res-
onance at 𝑓LH ≈
√
𝑓ci𝑓ce, where fci is the ion cyclotron frequency, while whistler waves with k⟂ = 0 have a
resonance at fce.
In Figure 1, we plot the wave properties of the waves on the whistler/lower hybrid wave dispersion surface
for fpe∕fce = 10, which is representative of the values of fpe∕fce on the low-density side of the magnetopause,
where lower hybrid waves are expected to develop. At Earth's magnetopause, we estimate the perpendicular
wavelengths 𝜆 of lower hybrid waves to be ∼ 10 km (e.g., Graham et al., 2017a), which corresponds to k⟂de ∼
1 − 3, where de = c∕𝜔pe is the electron inertial length, c is the speed of light, and 𝜔pe is the angular electron
plasma frequency. We also expect k⟂ ≫ k||, otherwise the lower hybrid waves should be stabilized by electron
Landau damping. The plots show the wave properties as functions of k⟂de and k||de. We focus on the range
of wave vectors k where lower hybrid waves are observed. In each panel of Figure 1, the black lines indicate
wave-normal angles 𝜃kB of 45◦, 85◦, and 89◦.
We now summarize the properties of lower hybrid waves shown in Figure 1 , and their relevance to MMS
observations are Earth's magnetopause.
1. In Figure 1a, we plot the ellipticity of the wave electric field 𝛿E with respect to the background magnetic
field B, where +1 indicates right-hand circular polarization, −1 indicates left-hand circular polariza-
tion, and 0 indicates linear polarization. For 𝜃kB < 45◦, where the waves are whistler-like, we observe
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clear right-hand polarization. Whereas for 𝜃kB > 45◦, we observe linear polarization. Therefore, in the
homogeneous approximation considered here, linear polarization is expected for lower hybrid waves. The
ellipticity of the wave magnetic field 𝛿B (not shown) is similar to 𝛿E.
2. In Figure 1b, we plot the ratio of the parallel to total electric field 𝛿E||∕𝛿E predicted for the whistler/lower
hybrid dispersion surface. For the range of k expected for lower hybrid waves 𝛿E|| is negligible. Such a
small parallel component is extremely difficult to measure accurately at lower hybrid wave frequencies
with MMS (often below the uncertainty level for MMS).
3. In Figure 1c, we plot the ratio of the electrostatic to total electric field 𝛿EES∕𝛿E, where 𝛿EES is the electric
field aligned with k. For 𝜃kB > 45◦, 𝛿EES∕𝛿E ≈ 1 meaning the waves are approximately electrostatic, and
the electromagnetic 𝛿E is negligible. When the wave is whistler-like, 𝛿E is primarily electromagnetic.
4. In Figure 1d, we plot the ratio c𝛿B∕𝛿E, which indicates how large the magnetic field energy density WB =|𝛿B|2∕(2𝜇0) is compared with the electric field energy density WE = 𝜖0|𝛿E|2∕2. For fpe∕fce = 10, c𝛿B∕𝛿E >
1 for the range of k shown in Figure 1. We find that c𝛿B∕𝛿E decreases as k⟂ increases. The fact that c𝛿B∕𝛿E
scales with k⟂ provides a way to estimate k⟂ from 𝛿B and 𝛿E observations (see Appendix A). For fpe∕fce =
10, there is more energy density in the magnetic field than in the electric field of the lower hybrid waves,
despite 𝛿E ≈ 𝛿EES. We thus refer to these waves as quasi-electrostatic. For constant k⟂de, c𝛿B∕𝛿E increases
as fpe∕fce increases. For typical magnetopause conditions and lower hybrid wavelengths, the ratio WB∕WE
is often greater than one.
5. In Figure 1e, we plot the ratio 𝛿B||∕𝛿B, where 𝛿B|| is the fluctuating magnetic field parallel to the back-
ground B. For k⟂ ≫ k||, 𝛿B|| is the largest component of the fluctuating magnetic field, and for k|| ≈ 0,
𝛿B|| ≈ 𝛿B. The perpendicular 𝛿B⟂ becomes dominant for k|| > k⟂, when the wave is whistler-like. For
lower hybrid waves observed at the subsolar magnetopause, which propagate in dawn-dusk direction, a
finite k|| is expected to produce 𝛿B⟂ in the direction normal to the magnetopause because 𝛿B · k = 0 and
k is tangential to the magnetopause.
6. In Figure 1f, we plot the ratio of electron energy density to magnetic field energy density We∕WB, where
We = neme|𝛿Ve|2∕2 is the electron energy density. For the wave number range shown in Figure 1, We∕WB
depends strongly on k⟂, with WB ≫ We for low k⟂ and We ≫ WB for large k⟂. Thus, We∕WB provides a
clear indicator of k⟂. We find that We = WB for k⟂de = 1 when k⟂ ≫ k||.
7. In Figure 1g, we plot the ratio of parallel to perpendicular electron fluctuations 𝛿Ve,||∕𝛿Ve,⟂. For parallel
and perpendicular k, the electron fluctuations are perpendicular to B. For oblique 𝜃kB between 45◦ and
89◦ , the parallel and perpendicular fluctuations have comparable magnitudes. For k⟂ ≫ k||, 𝛿Ve,||∕𝛿Ve,⟂
depends strongly on 𝜃kB, which provides a way to estimate 𝜃kB when 𝛿V is resolved.
8. In Figure 1h, we plot the ratio of We to Wi, where Wi = nimi|𝛿Vi|2∕2 is the ion energy density. For 𝜃kB ≳ 89◦,
We and Wi are approximately equal, meaning that |𝛿Ve| ≫ |𝛿Vi| due to the much lower mass of electrons.
For 𝜃kB ≲ 89◦, we find that We > Wi, except at very small k. In general, 𝛿Vi at lower hybrid timescales is
often under-resolved by MMS, so it is difficult to compare Wi with We. However, since mi ≫ me, 𝛿Vi is
expected to be small for lower hybrid waves, except for kde ≪ 1.
9. In Figure 1i, we plot the ratio of normalized density perturbations to normalized magnetic field pertur-
bations, (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(|𝛿B|∕|B|). For lower hybrid-like waves 𝛿ne∕ne > |𝛿B|∕|B|, with (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(|𝛿B|∕|B|)
increasing with k. For whistler-like waves 𝛿ne∕ne < |𝛿B|∕|B|. In other words, (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(|𝛿B|∕|B|)
increases as 𝜃kB increases. For k⟂ ≫ k||, (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(|𝛿B|∕|B|) depends strongly on 𝜃kB, enabling 𝜃kB to be
estimated from observations when 𝛿ne is resolved. We note that 𝛿ne∕ne potentially depends strongly on
gradients in B and ne, so (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(|𝛿B|∕|B|) may differ significantly from the homogeneous case when
the waves occur at strong gradients (see Appendix A).
From the properties shown in Figure 1, we can compute important parameters of lower hybrid waves, includ-
ing the wave number, dispersion relation, and wave-normal angle from single-spacecraft observations. In
particular, we show that We∕WB can be used to determine k⟂. For lower hybrid waves, the electrons are
approximately frozen in, that is, 𝛿E = −𝛿Ve ×B (shown below). By assuming electrons are frozen in, we can
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where We(𝜔) and WB(𝜔) are computed in the frequency domain using Fourier or wavelet methods. Thus,
k⟂ can be computed as a function of frequency (i.e., the dispersion relation) if the electron fluctuations are
resolved. Similarly, we can estimate k|| and 𝜃kB when k⟂ is known using |𝛿B|||∕|𝛿B|, (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(|𝛿B|∕|B|),
and/or 𝛿|Ve,|||∕|𝛿Ve,⟂| as proxies. Using these parameters, we can provide a reasonable estimate of 𝜃kB for
lower hybrid waves, and potentially investigate whether they can interact with electrons to produce parallel
electron heating.
3. MMS Data
We use data from the MMS spacecraft; we use electric field E data from electric field double probes (Ergun
et al., 2016; Lindqvist et al., 2016), magnetic field B data from fluxgate magnetometer (Russell et al., 2016)
and search-coil magnetometer (Le Contel et al., 2016), and particle data from fast plasma investigation (FPI)
(Pollock et al., 2016). All data presented in this paper are high-resolution burst mode data. To study lower
hybrid waves, we use the highest-resolution electron moments, which are sampled at 133 Hz (Rager et al.,
2018), which is typically sufficient to resolve fluctuations associated with lower hybrid waves at Earth's
magnetopause. The ion distributions and moments are sampled at 27 Hz, which is typically not sufficient
to fully resolve lower hybrid waves. These high time resolution electron distributions and moments are
computed with reduced azimuthal coverage in the spacecraft spin plane, with the azimuthal coverage being
reduced from 11.25◦ to 45◦ (Pollock et al., 2016; Rager et al., 2018). However, since we are interested in
the changes in the bulk distribution, rather than fine structures in the particle distribution functions, this
reduced angular resolution does not present a major problem to the data analysis here.
To investigate the properties of lower hybrid waves, and the instabilities generating them, we study two
events in detail: a broad magnetopause crossing observed on November 28, 2016 far from the reconnection
diffusion region and a magnetopause crossing near the electron diffusion region observed on December 14,
2015. In the former event, the plasma is more strongly magnetized with plasma beta 𝛽 ∼ 0.3 while the waves
are observed, while in the latter event the plasma is more weakly magnetized with 𝛽 ∼ 2 while the waves
are observed, and the magnetopause boundary is much narrower. In both events, the spacecraft were in a
tetrahedral configuration.
4. November 28, 2016
4.1. Event Overview
We first investigate a magnetopause crossing on November 28, 2016 between 07:29:30 UT and 07:32:00 UT.
The spacecraft were located at [10.0, 3.0,−0.3] in Geocentric Solar Ecliptic coordinates (GSE), close to the
subsolar point. We transform the vector quantities into LMN coordinates based on minimum variance analy-
sis of the magnetic field B, where L = [0.26, 0.09, 0.96], M = [0.33,−0.94,−0.01], and N = [0.91, 0.32,−0.28]
in GSE coordinates. Here L is directed along the reconnecting magnetic field direction, N is normal to the
magnetopause boundary in the Sunward direction, and M completes the right-hand coordinate system.
Based on timing analysis of BL , we estimate that the magnetopause boundary moves at ∼ 40 km s−1 in the
−N direction (Earthward). The mean spacecraft separation was ∼ 6 km. Figures 2a–2f provide an overview
of the magnetopause crossing from the magnetosphere to the magnetosheath, identified by the increase in
electron density ne (Figure 2c) and decrease in magnetic field strength (Figure 2a). Figure 2a shows that
the magnetic field B remains northward (BL > 0) across the boundary until 07:31:15 UT when BL < 0 is
observed. Across the density gradient, we observe an enhancement in the ion bulk velocity Vi in the −M
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Figure 2. Overview of the magnetopause crossing observed on November 28, 2016 observed by MMS1. (a) B. (b) Vi. (c) ne. (d) Electron omnidirectional
differential energy flux. (e) and (f) Electron pitch-angle distribution for electron energies 30 eV < E < 1 keV and 1 keV < E < 30 keV, respectively. The
yellow-shaded region indicates the region of intense lower hybrid wave activity. Panels (g)–(i) Overview of the lower hybrid waves observed in the yellow
shaded region. (g) Perpendicular and parallel components of E. (h) Perpendicular and parallel components of Ve. (i) M components of E (black), the ion
convection term −Vi × B (blue), and the electron convection term −Ve × B (red). In panels (b)–(f) we use the standard burst particle data and in panels (h) and
(i) we use the highest resolution FPI data.
direction (Figure 2b). This is due to the finite gyroradius effect of magnetosheath ions entering the magne-
tosphere. Although this is a feature of magnetopause crossings close to the ion diffusion region, we see no
clear evidence of a nearby diffusion region, such as the Hall electric field and electron jets. We observe a
southward ion flow VL < 0 where BL changes sign, suggestive of an ion outflow. The yellow-shaded region
in Figures 2a–2c indicates when the lower hybrid waves are observed. This region coincides with the density
gradient and enhanced VM < 0 ion flow. In this case, the density gradient is relatively weak, and the waves
are observed over an extended period of time.
Figure 2d shows the electron omnidirectional energy flux. In the magnetosphere and near the magne-
topause, we observed both hot and colder electron populations. When the lower hybrid waves are observed,
there is an increase in energy of the colder electrons above the background level in the magnetosphere and
in the magnetosheath. This corresponds to parallel electron heating, which can be seen as the large enhance-
ment of electron fluxes parallel and antiparallel to B for electrons with energies E < 1 keV (Figure 2e). We
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find that T||∕T⟂ has a maximum of 4 at 07:29:54.5 UT, which is comparable to some of the largest values
found in the magnetospheric inflow regions of magnetopause reconnection (Graham et al., 2016, 2017a;
Khotyaintsev et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017). At high energies E > 1 keV, the electrons have a strong per-
pendicular temperature anisotropy 0.3 ≲ T||∕T⟂ ≲ 0.6 in the magnetosphere and as the magnetopause
boundary is approached (Figure 2f). At the beginning of the yellow-shaded region between 07:29:49 UT and
07:29:53 UT, there is an enhancement in the flux of high-energy electrons. These high-energy electrons tend
to broaden in pitch angle, although the perpendicular temperature anisotropy remains.
4.2. Lower Hybrid Wave Observations
Figures 2g–2i provide an overview of the lower hybrid waves in the yellow-shaded region of Figures 2a–2c.
Figure 2g shows the perpendicular and parallel components of E. The lower hybrid waves are characterized
by large-amplitude fluctuations in EM⟂ and EN⟂, reaching a peak amplitude of about 70 mV m−1. Near the
lower hybrid frequencies, E|| ≪ E⟂. The fact that both EM⟂ and EN⟂ are observed and have different traces
suggests that the waves are nonplanar and that complex structures, such as vortices, may be developing (EL⟂
is close to field-aligned and therefore very small).
For this event, the electron velocity fluctuations 𝛿Ve are resolved by FPI using the highest cadence moments.
Figure 2h shows the perpendicular and parallel components of the electron velocity Ve. Large-amplitude
fluctuations in VN⟂, VM⟂, and V|| are observed, which each reach amplitudes of ≈ 1000 km s−1. The fact
that large 𝛿V|| are observed indicates that the waves have a finite k|| (cf., Figure 1g). In Figure 2i, we plot
EM versus the M components of ion and electron convection terms, −Vi × B and −Ve × B, respectively. For
direct comparison, we have downsampled the electric field to the same cadence as the electron moments.
Throughout the interval, E⟂ ≈ −Ve×B, as expected for lower hybrid waves. This result also confirms that the
high-resolution Ve is reliable. Overall, −Vi ×B remains small, as expected for lower hybrid waves. However,
we note that the resolution of the ion moments is not sufficient to fully resolve the lower hybrid waves here.
We also observe large density perturbations associated with the waves (not shown), which reach a peak
amplitude of 𝛿ne∕ne ≈ 0.2.
The fluctuating 𝛿E and 𝛿B of the lower hybrid waves and the associated wavelet spectrograms are shown in
Figure 3. The fluctuations are broadband with power peaking just below the local lower hybrid frequency
fLH (Figure 3e). The associated magnetic field fluctuations (Figures 3f and 3g) are primarily parallel to B.
These parallel magnetic field fluctuations 𝛿B|| peak at the same frequency as the perpendicular electric field
fluctuations 𝛿E⟂. The combined 𝛿E⟂ and 𝛿B|| are consistent with previous observations of lower hybrid
waves (Graham et al., 2016, 2017a; Khotyaintsev et al., 2016; Norgren et al., 2012), and suggest propagation
approximately perpendicular to B. The lower hybrid waves are observed for ≈ 6 s on each spacecraft, so the
waves occur over a width of ∼ 240 km in the direction normal to the magnetopause, based on the estimated
magnetopause velocity of 40 km s−1, suggesting that the local gradients are weak.
To investigate the electron heating associated with the thermal electron population, we calculate T|| and T⟂
for thermal electrons with energies E < 1 keV (Figure 3c). The thermal electrons in the magnetosphere have
a slight parallel temperature anisotropy, T||∕T⟂ ∼ 1.5. By comparing Figure 3c with Figure 3d, we see that
the lower hybrid waves and parallel electron heating both start to develop at 07:29:49.0 UT, but lower hybrid
activity is reduced when T||∕T⟂ peaks with T||∕T⟂ = 4.3 at 07:29:54.5 UT, similar to previous observations of
asymmetric reconnection (Graham et al., 2016, 2017a). Figure 3c also shows the predicted T|| and T⟂ from the
equations of state (EoS) of the electron trapping model in Le et al. (2009) and Egedal et al. (2013), based on the
upstream magnetospheric plasma conditions. We find good agreement between the predicted and observed
T|| and T⟂ between 07:29:50.0 UT and∼07:29:52.0 UT, consistent with trapping of magnetospheric electrons.
After this, the EoS prediction, as well as the Chew-Goldberger-Low scalings (Chew et al., 1956; not shown
but yield similar results to EoS), overestimate T||. This is likely due to the mixing of magnetospheric and
magnetosheath electrons. We also see that T⟂ is slightly larger than the predicted value after 07:29:52.0 UT,
which could be due to perpendicular electron heating by the lower hybrid waves (Daughton, 2003). Overall,
the deviation in the observed T|| and T⟂ from the predicted values suggests that the lower hybrid waves
scatter electrons and enable magnetosheath electrons to enter the magnetosphere, possibly by cross-field
diffusion (Graham et al., 2017a).
We also observe smaller-amplitude higher-frequency parallel electric fields 𝛿E|| in the same region as the
lower hybrid waves and large observed T||∕T⟂. Figures 3h and 3i show 𝛿E|| and the associated spectrogram.
The spectrogram shows that the waves have frequencies ranging from a few hundred Hz to the local electron
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Figure 3. Overview of the electric and magnetic fields at the November 28, 2016 magnetopause crossing. (a) B. (b) ne.
(c) Electron T|| and T⟂ (black and red lines). The blue and green lines are T|| and T⟂ predicted from EoS.
(d) Perpendicular and parallel components of the fluctuating (f > 3 Hz) electric field 𝛿E. (e) Spectrogram of E.
(f) Perpendicular and parallel components of the fluctuating (f > 3 Hz) magnetic field 𝛿B. (g) Spectrogram of B. In
(e) and (g) the black and red curves are fLH and fce, respectively. (h) High-frequency 𝛿E|| and (i) the associated
spectrogram (the white line is fpe).
plasma frequency fpe. These 𝛿E|| are associated with bipolar electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs) and more
periodic electrostatic waves. We observe ESWs with distinct timescales suggesting that both fast and slow
ESWs occur in this region (Graham et al., 2015). The electrostatic waves develop between 07:29:51.5 UT
and 07:29:56 UT as seen in Figures 3d and 3e, meaning these waves occur in the region with largest T||∕T⟂
rather than span the entirety of the region of lower hybrid waves. Before 07:29:51.5 UT, large-amplitude
lower hybrid waves are observed, but there are negligible high-frequency E|| fluctuations; thus, the 𝛿E||
waves are more closely correlated to large T||∕T⟂ than with the lower hybrid waves. The region where the
higher-frequency waves occur roughly coincides with when the observed T||∕T⟂ deviates significantly from
the EoS prediction, which suggests that the electrostatic waves are associated with mixing of magnetospheric
and magnetosheath electrons. The electrostatic waves roughly occur over the region where T||∕T⟂ > 2, and
may be generated by parallel electron streaming instabilities, rather than by the lower hybrid waves (Che
et al., 2010).
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Figure 4. Properties of the lower hybrid waves observed on November 28, 2016 by MMS1. (a) E in field-aligned
coordinates. (b) Spectrogram of cB∕E. (c) Spectrogram of Wf . (d ) Spectrogram of electron energy density We.
(e) Spectrogram of We∕Wf . (f) Spectrogram of 𝜆. The black lines in panels (b)–(f) indicate the local fLH . The magenta
vertical dashed lines mark the bound the interval over which we compute the average dispersion relation and 𝜃kB.
4.3. Lower Hybrid Wave Properties
In this subsection, we investigate the field and particle properties of the lower hybrid waves and compare
them with the predictions in Figure 1. In Figure 4, we compute the wavelet spectrograms of the energy
densities of the fields and electrons observed by MMS1. To directly compare B and E with the electrons,
we have down-sampled B and E to same cadence as the high-resolution electron data. Figure 4a shows the
perpendicular and parallel components of E (without down-sampling), associated with the lower hybrid
waves. In Figure 4b, we plot the spectrogram of cB∕E. Throughout the interval cB∕E ≳ 1 for the lower hybrid
waves. We find that cB∕E tends to decrease as the frequency increases, consistent with k⟂ increasing with
frequency (cf., Figure 1d). We also find that cB∕E increases as ne increases and B decreases, as expected when
the plasma becomes more weakly magnetized (fpe∕fce increases).
In Figures 4c and 4d, we plot spectrograms of the total field energy density Wf = WE + WB and the electron
energy density We = neme𝛿V 2e ∕2, where WE = 𝜖0𝛿E
2∕2 and WB = 𝛿B2∕(2𝜇0). Large enhancements in Wf
and We are observed at frequencies f ∼ 10 − 30 Hz, just below the local fLH , associated with the waves. We
also observe a large enhancement in Wf (due to B fluctuations) and We at 07:29:57.0 UT. In Figure 4e we
plot the spectrogram We∕Wf , which shows that most of the energy density is in the electrons rather than
the fields for these lower hybrid waves. In addition, We∕Wf ≈ We∕WB tends to increase with f , consistent
with increasing k⟂ (cf., Figure 1f).
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Figure 5. Dispersion relation of lower hybrid waves calculated using equation (3 ;panels [a] and [b]) and dispersion relation computed from the phase
differences of 𝛿EM between the spacecraft ([c] and [d]). (a) Dispersion relations of the lower hybrid waves observed between the magenta dashed lines in
Figure 4. The black dashed lined indicates 𝜔∕𝜔LH = 1. (b) Phase speed vph versus k⟂𝜌e. In both panels the color of the points indicates the value of WE∕WE,max
of each frequency. (c) WE∕WE,max versus 𝜔∕𝜔LH and k𝜌e. (d) WE∕WE,max versus k||𝜌e and |k⟂|𝜌e in the frequency range 0.3 < 𝜔∕𝜔LH < 0.8.
from rearranging equation (3). In Figure 4f, we show the spectrogram of wavelengths 𝜆 (essentially the
dispersion relation associated with the waves). We find that 𝜆 tends to decrease with increasing frequency.
For the lower hybrid waves, we estimate 𝜆 ∼ 10−20 km in the 10−30 Hz frequency range, where We peaks.
We now use these spectrograms of We and WB to construct the dispersion relation of the waves for each
spacecraft. To obtain a single dispersion relation, we take the median over time of We∕WB for each frequency
to compute k⟂. We take this median over the time interval bounded by the magenta lines in Figure 4. The dis-
persion relations from each spacecraft are shown in Figure 5a. The color of the points indicates WE∕WE,max,
where WE,max is the maximum median value of WE. As expected 𝜔∕𝜔LH increases with k⟂𝜌e, where 𝜌e is the
median electron thermal gyroradius. The characteristic frequencies and wave numbers of the lower hybrid
waves are indicated by the largest WE∕WE,max. We find that the observed waves have 0.3 ≲ k⟂𝜌e ≲ 0.5 and
frequencies 0.5 ≲ 𝜔∕𝜔LH ≲ 0.8. This corresponds to 9km ≲ 𝜆 ≲ 15km. All spacecraft observe very simi-
lar dispersion relations, which is not surprising since the spacecraft are separated by ∼ 6 km, smaller than
the estimated 𝜆 of the waves. In Figure 5b, we plot the phase speed vph = 𝜔∕k⟂ versus k⟂𝜌e. In the range
where the electric field power is concentrated, WE ≳ 0.6WE,max, we find that 200 km s−1 ≲ vph ≲ 240 km s−1.
Overall, the computed wave properties all agree with expectations for quasi-electrostatic lower hybrid waves.
These calculations suggest that 𝜆 is larger than the spacecraft separations, so we can compute the fre-
quency/wave number power spectrum using the phase differences between the spacecraft to determine the
wave vector k. Figures 5c and 5d show the power spectra of 𝛿EM over the same time interval as Figures 5a
and 5b, using the phase differences between the different spacecraft pairs to determine k. We use the same
method as Graham et al. (2016), but generalized to four points. Figure 5c shows WE versus 𝜔∕𝜔LH and k⟂𝜌e.
We find that WE peaks at k⟂𝜌e = 0.29, which is slightly smaller than the values predicted in Figure 5a, and
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Figure 6. Estimates of the wave-normal angle and k|| from fields and particle observations of the lower hybrid waves observed on November 28, 2016.
(a)–(c) 𝛿B||∕𝛿B, 𝛿Ve,||∕Ve,⟂, and (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) for whistler/lower hybrid waves versus k|| and k⟂ based on cold plasma theory. We use fpe∕fce = 6.7. The green
line is k⟂de = 3, the estimate k⟂ of the observed waves. (d)–(f) 𝛿B||∕𝛿B, 𝛿Ve,||∕Ve,⟂, and (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) versus k||de for k⟂de = 3 based on cold plasma theory.
(g)–(i) Observed 𝛿B||∕𝛿B, 𝛿Ve,||∕Ve,⟂, and (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) of the lower hybrid waves versus k⟂de. The colors of the points indicate WE∕WE,max .
corresponds to 𝜆 = 16 km. For the peak WE, we calculate vph = 300 km s−1, which is slightly larger than the
values predicted in Figure 5b. Figure 5d shows WE versus k|| and k⟂. We find the largest WE for k⟂ ≫ k||,
although power at finite k|| is observed, which is consistent with the observed 𝛿Ve,|| in Figure 2h.
We now estimate k|| and the wave-normal angle 𝜃kB over the same interval used to compute the disper-
sion relation using the parameters 𝛿B||∕𝛿B, 𝛿Ve,||∕Ve,⟂, and (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B). Figures 6a–6c show 𝛿B||∕𝛿B,
𝛿Ve,||∕Ve,⟂, and (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) versus k|| and k⟂. For these figures, we use fpe∕fce = 6.7, corresponding to
the median observed fpe∕fce for this interval. From the observed dispersion relation, we obtain k⟂de ≈ 3, indi-
cated by the green lines in Figures 6a– 6c. In Figures 6d– 6f, we plot 𝛿B||∕𝛿B, 𝛿Ve,||∕Ve,⟂, and (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B)
versus k||de for k⟂de = 3. All parameters vary rapidly with k|| in the limit k|| ≪ k⟂.
In Figures 6g–6i, we plot the observed 𝛿B||∕𝛿B, 𝛿Ve,||∕Ve,⟂, and (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) versus k⟂de associated with
the lower hybrid waves observed by each spacecraft. In Figure 6g, we find that 𝛿B||∕𝛿B ≈ 0.9, which corre-
sponds to k||de ≈ 0.04 in Figure 6d. Similarly, for 𝛿Ve,||∕𝛿Ve,⟂ we obtain ≈ 0.4, corresponding to k||de ≈ 0.06.
Thus, the two quantities yield consistent estimates of k||. For (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) we obtain ∼ 12 from obser-
vations, which is slightly larger than the maximum prediction for k⟂de = 3. This is likely due to the low
plasma density ne ≈ 1 cm−3. For lower densities, the signal to noise level can be large, due to lower count-
ing statistics, causing 𝛿ne∕ne to be overestimated. Thus, higher ne should be more favorable for computing
𝛿ne∕ne.
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Figure 7. Part of the lower hybrid wave interval observed by the four spacecraft. (a)–(d) 𝛿𝜙E and 𝛿𝜙B observed by each spacecraft. The computed phase
velocities (in LMN coordinates) and C𝜙 are stated in each panel. (e) 𝛿EM observed by the four spacecraft. (f) 𝛿EM with time offsets applied to estimate vph.
(g) 𝛿B|| observed by the four spacecraft. (h) 𝛿B|| with time offsets applied to estimate vph. We bandpass filter above 10 Hz to obtain 𝛿EM and 𝛿B||.
Based on the observations in Figures 6g and 6h, we estimate k||de ≈ 0.05, corresponding to a wave-normal
angle of 𝜃kB = tan−1(k⟂∕k||) ≈ 89◦. This value is consistent with the four spacecraft observation in Figure 5d.
Since k|| is known, we can estimate the parallel resonance speed/energy v|| = 𝜔∕k||. From the estimates
in Figures 5 and 6, we obtain v|| ∼ 500 eV. This energy is above the peak parallel electron thermal energy
Te,|| ∼ 250 eV, which suggests that the waves can interact with suprathermal electrons. As k|| increases v||
decreases, which will result in stabilization by Landau damping. Overall, the estimated 𝜃kB is in excellent
agreement with values predicted for quasi-electrostatic lower hybrid waves.
4.4. Single-Spacecraft and Multi-Spacecraft Observations of Lower Hybrid Waves
We now use the single-spacecraft method developed in Norgren et al. (2012) to calculate vph and com-
pare with the results in section 4.3 and four-spacecraft timing analysis, as well as investigate how the wave
properties change as the magnetopause is approached. The wave potential is related to the magnetic field





The wave potential is also determined from the fluctuating electric field 𝛿E, using
𝛿𝜙E = ∫ 𝛿E · vphdt. (6)
The phase speed and direction are found by determining the best fit of 𝛿𝜙E to 𝛿𝜙B. The wavelength and k are
found using 𝜆 = vph∕f, where f is the wave frequency. Using this method, we have assumed the waves propa-
gate perpendicular to B, which is justified because the estimated k|| is small compared with k⟂. Equation (5)
assumes electrons are frozen-in, which is justified based on Figure 2i. We bandpass the fields above 10 Hz.
We also estimate vph using the time offsets between the four spacecraft.
As an example, we compare the single-spacecraft method (equations 5 and 6) with four-spacecraft timing
for a short interval of lower hybrid wave activity, shown in Figure 7. Figures 7a–7d show 𝛿𝜙B and 𝛿𝜙E as well
as the calculated vph for MMS1–4, respectively. For all spacecraft 𝛿𝜙B and 𝛿𝜙E show excellent agreement
with correlation coefficients C𝜙 between 𝛿𝜙B and 𝛿𝜙E close to 1. All spacecraft yield propagation directions
close to the −M direction, the same direction as the cross-field ion flow. The phase speeds range from vph =
240kms−1 to 320 km s−1, with a mean of 270km s−1. The approximate wave frequency is f ≈ 18 Hz; whence,
we calculate 𝜆 ≈ 15 km, in agreement with the estimates in section 4.3.
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Figures 7e and 7f show 𝛿EM from the four spacecraft without time offsets and 𝛿EM with time offsets applied
to find the best overlap of the waveforms over the interval. The velocity of the waves past the spacecraft is
then determined from the time offsets. We calculate vph ≈ 280km s−1 in the −M direction, in excellent
agreement with the mean vph from the single-spacecraft method. The angle between k and B is 𝜃kB = 87◦,
consistent with near perpendicular propagation. We apply the same timing analysis to 𝛿B|| in Figures 7g
and 7h and find very good agreement with vph computed from 𝛿EM timing and the single-spacecraft esti-
mates. Based on the 𝛿B|| timing, we calculate vph ≈ 300km s−1 and 𝜃kB = 84◦. Thus, 𝛿EM and 𝛿B||
propagate together at approximately the same velocity, as expected for lower hybrid waves. For both 𝛿EM
and 𝛿B|| with time offsets applied the waveforms remain in phase and overlap well over multiple wave peri-
ods, which shows that the timing analyses are reliable. These results show that single-spacecraft methods
used to calculate the lower hybrid waves can be reproduced using four-spacecraft methods, which confirms
their reliability.
We can investigate how the properties change across the boundary because the lower hybrid waves are
observed over an extended period of time. Figure 8 shows the results based on the single-spacecraft method
and four-spacecraft timing in the yellow-shaded region of Figures 2-4. For the single-spacecraft method, we
use 0.5 s intervals and perform the calculations for each spacecraft every 0.25 s. For the four-spacecraft timing
of 𝛿EM and 𝛿B|| , we calculate vph by estimating the time delays in the peaks in the waveforms. Figures 8a
and 8b show 𝛿EM and 𝛿𝜙B from the four spacecraft. The waveforms remain similar to each other across the
boundary but tend to be more similar at earlier times, further from the boundary. We find that 𝛿𝜙B remains
very large throughout the interval with a peak of 𝛿𝜙max ≈ 120 V, corresponding to e𝛿𝜙max∕kBTe ≈ 0.7.
Figure 8c shows that throughout the interval the correlation coefficient C𝜙 between 𝛿𝜙E and 𝛿𝜙B remains
close to 1, indicating that the single-spacecraft method is very reliable. The phase speeds vph calculated
from the single-spacecraft method are shown in Figure 8d. Each spacecraft shows similar results, with vph
tending to decrease toward the boundary (the magenta line shows vph averaged over the four spacecraft).
The propagation direction is consistently in the −M direction in the spacecraft frame. However, throughout
most of the interval vph is less than Vi in the −M direction. Therefore, in the bulk ion frame the waves tend
to propagate in the M direction. Figures 8g and 8h show the wavelength 𝜆 and k⟂𝜌e computed from the
averaged vph and f ≈ 18 Hz. The predicted 𝜆 decreases toward the magnetopause as vph decreases, while k⟂𝜌e
remains relatively constant with 0.3 ≲ k⟂𝜌e ≲ 0.4, which agrees with the observations in Figure 5. These
values are slightly smaller than the typical k⟂𝜌e ≈ 0.5 − 1 observed at the magnetopause (Graham et al.,
2016; Graham et al., 2017a; Khotyaintsev et al., 2016), but consistent with lower hybrid waves. Throughout
the region, 𝜆 remains larger than the spacecraft separations, enabling timing analysis to be used although
the uncertainty in the timing analysis increases with decreasing 𝜆 because the differences in the waveforms
between the spacecraft become more substantial.
Figures 8e and 8f show vph and 𝜃kB based on timing analysis of 𝛿EM and 𝛿B||. Throughout the region vph
calculated from timing of 𝛿EM and 𝛿B|| agree well with each other and the single-spacecraft observations.
Statistically, there is negligible difference between vph and 𝜃kB calculated from 𝛿EM and 𝛿B||, confirming
that both the 𝛿EM and 𝛿B|| perturbations propagate at the same vph. The waves propagate approximately
perpendicular to B (for all points the propagation direction was close to the −M direction). We find that
75◦ ≲ 𝜃kB < 90◦, with an average of 𝜃kB ≈ 85◦. The spread in values of 𝜃kB likely provide an indicator of the
uncertainty in the four-spacecraft timing, rather than the actual 𝜃kB.
Figure 9 shows the waves characterized by large 𝛿B|| observed at 07:29:57 UT in Figure 3. The waves have fre-
quency f ≈ 5 Hz, so the fluctuations in ne and electron velocity Ve associated with the wave are well resolved
by FPI. The waves are observed at relatively high ion plasma beta, 𝛽 i ∼ 4, in contrast to the waves described
above. Figures 9a and 9d show that 𝛿B|| is sufficiently large to significantly modify the total magnetic field|B|. Figure 9d shows that there is negligible 𝛿B perpendicular to the background B, so the amplitude of B is
changed, rather than the direction. In addition, density fluctuations 𝛿ne are observed, which are anticorre-
lated with 𝛿B||. Similar fluctuations in the ion density 𝛿ni are observed (not shown), while the ion velocity
fluctuations are negligible. This behavior is consistent with lower hybrid waves found in simulations (Pritch-
ett et al., 2012; Le et al., 2017). The fluctuations in Ve are primarily in the N direction, consistent with 𝛿E×B
drifting electrons, due to the wave electric field (Figure 9e). The electric field associated with the waves is sig-
nificantly smaller than the lower hybrid waves observed earlier. We apply the single-spacecraft method to the
waves in Figure 9f, to determine the wave properties. We find good correlation between 𝛿𝜙B and 𝛿𝜙E, with
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Figure 8. Lower hybrid wave properties calculated using the single-spacecraft method and multispacecraft timing over
the yellow-shaded regions in Figures 2– 4. (a) 𝛿EM observed by MMS1 (black), MMS2 (red), MMS3 (green), and MMS4
(blue). (b) 𝛿𝜙B computed for MMS1–4. (c) C𝜙 for MMS1–MMS4 using the one-spacecraft method. (d) vph for
MMS1–MMS4 using the one-spacecraft method. The magenta curve is the average from the four spacecraft and the
cyan curve is four-spacecraft averaged bulk ion speed in the M direction, |Vi,M |. (e) vph from the four-spacecraft
average of the single-spacecraft method (black), and from timing analysis of 𝛿EM (blue) and 𝛿B|| (red). (f) 𝜃kB from
timing analysis of 𝛿EM (blue) and 𝛿B|| (red). (g) and (h) 𝜆 and k⟂𝜌e computed from the four-spacecraft average of the
single-spacecraft method using f = 18 Hz. The yellow-shaded region is the time interval used in Figure 7.
C𝜙 = 0.92. Despite the small amplitude of 𝛿E the waves have a peak potential of 𝛿𝜙max ≈ 20 V , corresponding
to e𝛿𝜙max∕kBTe ≈ 0.4. We estimate a phase speed of vph ≈ 90kms−1 close to the −M direction; whence, we
calculate 𝜆 ≈ 19km for f ≈ 5Hz. Despite this large 𝜆, we are not able to perform four-spacecraft timing
analysis, which might suggest that the waves are highly localized in the N direction. This 𝜆 corresponds to
k⟂𝜌e ≈ 0.3, which is comparable to values for the lower hybrid waves observed earlier. Therefore, the waves
are consistent with lower hybrid waves; the much larger 𝛿B|| develop because the waves are observed in a
more weakly magnetized plasma.
In Figures 9g and 9h, we plot the dispersion relations and vph versus k⟂𝜌e for each spacecraft using
equation (3). For MMS1, we obtain k⟂𝜌e ∼ 0.4 and vph ≈ 70 km s−1, consistent with the observations in
Figure 9f. We find that k⟂𝜌e and vph differ quite significantly between the spacecraft.
In conclusion, we have estimated the lower hybrid wave properties using three different methods: (1) Deter-
mining the dispersion relation from fields and particle measurements. (2) Computing 𝛿𝜙B and 𝛿𝜙E from
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Figure 9. Lower hybrid waves observed close to the magnetopause boundary. (a) B. (b) ne. (c) Perpendicular and parallel components of Ve. (d) Perpendicular
and parallel components of 𝛿B (f > 2 Hz). (e) Perpendicular and parallel components of 𝛿E (f > 2 Hz). (f) 𝛿𝜙E and 𝛿𝜙B. The results from the single-spacecraft
analysis are stated in the panel. (g) Dispersion relation from all four spacecraft. (h) Phase speed vph versus k⟂ from all four spacecraft.
equations (5) and (6). (3) Four-spacecraft timing analysis of 𝛿EM and 𝛿B||. All three methods yield consis-
tent results. Methods 1 and 2 primarily rely on the assumption that electrons remain frozen-in. Based on
Figure 2i this assumption is well satisfied. Thus, single spacecraft methods are reliable for determining lower
hybrid wave properties.
4.5. Instability Analysis
To investigate the instability of the plasma, we select five intervals across the lower hybrid wave region,
indicated by the vertical lines in Figures 10a and 10b. Two-dimensional cuts of the three-dimensional ion
distributions in the N − M plane are shown in Figures 10c–10g. The distributions are shown in the space-
craft frame. In these panels the finite gyroradius ions are the beam-like distributions centered close to the
−M direction. Such distributions are similar to those found in the magnetospheric inflow region of asym-
metric reconnection (Graham et al., 2017a). In each panel, some hot magnetospheric ions remain. As the
magnetopause is approached, the density of magnetosheath ions increases, while the bulk velocity of magne-
tosheath ions decreases. The black circles indicate vph of the lower hybrid waves at the times of the observed
distributions. In each case, the lower hybrid waves propagate in approximately the same direction as the
drifting ions, but at a slower speed. Thus, in the frame of the magnetosheath ions the waves propagate in
the M direction, the opposite direction to the spacecraft frame.
We use these five ion distributions and the local plasma conditions as the basis of the following instabil-
ity analysis. The large cross-field ion drift and finite k|| of the waves, suggests that the modified two-stream
instability (MTSI) is likely active. The region over which the lower hybrid waves are observed is broad, corre-
sponding to weak gradients over most of the interval. Therefore, the electron diamagnetic drift is negligible,
especially at the start of the region where the waves are first observed. The local electrostatic dispersion
equation of the modified two-stream instability is (McBride et al., 1972; Wu et al., 1983)




















1 + 𝜁eZ(𝜁e) exp(−b)I0(b)
]
, (7)
where 𝜔pic,pih,e are the cold ion, hot ion, and electron plasma frequencies, vic,ih,e are the cold ion, hot ion, and
electron thermal speeds, Z is the plasma dispersion function, 𝜁 e = 𝜔∕(k||ve||), b = k2⟂v2e⟂∕(2Ω2ce), and I0 is
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Figure 10. Ion and electron distributions and MTSI dispersion relations based on MMS1 data when the lower hybrid waves are observed. (a) 𝛿EM . (b) Ion
differential energy flux. (c)–(g) Ion distributions in the vN –vM plane perpendicular to B at the times indicated by the blue vertical lines in panels (a) and (b).
The distributions are shown in the spacecraft frame (the plusses indicate zero velocity and the circles indicate vph around the time the ion distributions are
observed). (h)–(j) Frequencies, growth rates, and phase speeds versus k, respectively, based on the ion distributions in panels (c) blue, (d) red, (e) gold,
(f) purple, and (g) green. The dispersion relations are found by solving equation (7) using the parameters in Table 1. We also plot the results from Figure 5 in
panels (h) and (i). (k)–(o) Electron pitch-angle distributions measured by MMS1 at the same time as the ion distributions in panels (c)–(g), respectively. The
phase-space densities fe are plotted as a function of E for pitch angles 𝜃 = 0◦ (black), 90◦ (red), and 180◦. The magenta dashed lines indicate the parallel
resonant parallel energies calculated from the predicted dispersion relations in panels (h)–(j). The cyan lines indicate v|| = 500 eV estimated from Figure 6.
the modified Bessel function of first kind of order zero. We model the ions with two populations associated
with the finite gyroradius magnetosheath ions propagating perpendicular to B (cold ions) and stationary hot
magnetospheric ions. The electrons are modeled as a single stationary population. The particle moments
and current density estimated using the Curlometer technique show that there is a cross-field current asso-
ciated with the ion motion; the electrons move slower in the cross-field direction in the spacecraft frame.
We find that the electrons propagate on average at about Ve⟂ ∼ 100km s−1 in the −M direction, much
smaller than the cross-field ion drift associated with the magnetosheath ions. Throughout most of the region
with lower hybrid waves, the large-scale parallel ion and electron speeds are comparable. The parameters
used in equation (7) are summarized in Table 1, where Cases 1–5 correspond to the ion distributions in
Figures 10c–10g, respectively. Throughout the region of lower hybrid waves the ion plasma beta 𝛽 i < 1,
and the electron plasma beta satisfies 𝛽e ≪ 1, justifying the electrostatic approximation for the instability
analysis.
The solutions to equation (7) for the parameters in Table 1 are shown in Figures 10h–10j, which show the
dispersion relations, growth rates 𝛾 as a function of k𝜌e, and vph as a function of k𝜌e, respectively. The solu-
tions shown correspond to the values of 𝜃kB that yield the largest 𝛾 . The results from Figure 5 (replotted in
Figures 10h and 10j) are in good agreement with the numerical predictions. We find that the 𝜃kB that yields
the largest 𝛾 increases as the magnetopause is approached from the magnetospheric side, with 𝜃kB ranging
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Table 1
Parameters Used to Solve Equation (7) Based on Observed Values at the Stated Times
Case Time (UT) nic (cm−3) Vic (km s−1) Tic (eV) B (nT) Te|| (eV) Te⟂ (eV)
1 07:29:49.53 0.5 600 860 50 130 120
2 07:29:50.43 0.6 500 850 49 210 120
3 07:29:51.93 0.8 460 820 49 250 110
4 07:29:53.43 1.5 400 710 47 260 80
5 07:29:54.43 3.6 250 650 42 200 60
Note. The hot magnetospheric ion background is assumed to be the same in each case with nih = 0.2 cm−3 and Tih =
3, 500 eV. The electron number density is ne = nic + nih.
from 89.1◦ (Case 1) to 89.7◦ (Case 5). Thus, 𝜃kB tends to approach 90◦ as the ion flow decreases, although
MTSI is stabilized for 𝜃kB = 90◦ unless the effects of density gradients are included. Similarly, the range
of unstable 𝜃kB decreases toward the magnetopause with MTSI being unstable for 88◦ ≲ 𝜃kB < 90◦ (Case
1) furthest from the magnetopause, and 89.4◦ ≲ 𝜃kB < 90◦ (Case 5) close to the magnetopause where the
instability begins to stabilize. These 𝜃kB are consistent with the estimated 𝜃kB ≈ 89◦ from Figure 6.
The maximum growth rate 𝛾max decreases as the magnetopause is approached, due to the decrease in
cross-field drift of magnetosheath ions. Figure 10i shows that 0.25 ≲ k𝜌e ≲ 0.3 for 𝛾max, and does not change
strongly across the magnetopause. This k𝜌e is in good agreement with the observations in Figures 6c and 8h.
The predicted range of wavelengths is 13.7km ≲ 𝜆 ≲ 17.3km; the longest wavelength is predicted for Case
1, and the shortest wavelength is predicted for Case 4. These values of 𝜆 and the tendency of 𝜆 to decrease
toward the magnetopause are in good agreement with the observations in Figure 8g. Figure 10h predicts
0.2 ≲ 𝜔∕𝜔LH ≲ 0.5 corresponding to 𝛾max, with 𝜔∕𝜔LH decreasing toward the magnetopause. This change
in frequency is difficult to see in Figures 3e and 3g. Figure 10j shows that vph should decrease toward the
magnetopause, as the bulk speed of magnetosheath ions decreases, and is consistent with the observations
in Figure 8e. We therefore conclude that the observed waves are consistent with generation by the modified
two-stream instability.
The parallel resonant energies v|| = 𝜔∕k|| are ∼ 1 keV for the five cases, based on the predicted wave proper-
ties in Figure 10. The values of v|| only depend weakly on 𝜃kB over the range of 𝜃kB where 𝛾max > 0 is found.
This value is in good agreement with v|| ∼ 500 eV, estimated in section 4.3. Therefore, the predicted reso-
nant energies are above the thermal energies of the electrons (∼ 100 − 250 eV). Figures 10k–10o show the
electron phase-space densities fe at pitch angles 𝜃 = 0◦, 90◦, and 180◦ at times corresponding to Cases 1–5
in Table 1. In each case a clear temperature anisotropy T||∕T⟂ > 1 occurs for the thermal electron popula-
tion. In Figures 10m– 10o, fe at 𝜃 = 0◦ and 180◦ are characterized by approximately flat-top distributions
over a wide range of energies, consistent with trapping and acceleration by large-scale parallel electric fields.
The distributions are nearly identical to those found in the magnetospheric inflow regions of magnetopause
reconnection (Graham et al., 2014, 2016; Wang et al., 2017). Figures 10k–10o show that the parallel resonant
energies associated with the lower hybrid waves are above the energy range of the flat-top fe, suggesting that
the observed waves are not directly responsible for electron heating in the thermal energy range. In this case,
the wavelengths are too large to directly interact with the thermal population. If any shorter wavelength
waves develop and contribute to the observed parallel electron heating, they are likely quickly dissipated.
The distributions in Figures 10m– 10o are observed in the interval where high-frequency electrostatic waves
are seen in Figure 3. The approximately flat-top distributions for 𝜃 = 0◦ and 180◦ suggests marginal stabil-
ity. Therefore, any modifications to the distributions resulting in beam-like features are potentially unstable
to parallel streaming instabilities, resulting in the observed high-frequency electrostatic waves. Once gen-
erated, the effect of the waves is to return the distribution to the marginally stable flat-top distribution
(Egedal et al., 2015). This scenario accounts for the simultaneous observation of the flat-top distributions
and high-frequency electrostatic waves over an extended interval.
In Figures 10k–10m, we observe a hot electron distribution for 𝜃 = 90◦ corresponding to the enhancement
of hot electron fluxes in Figure 2j. In Figures 10k and 10l, there is evidence of a positive slope in fe at 𝜃 = 90◦,
suggesting that ring distributions are developing. At these energies, there is negligible fe at 𝜃 = 0◦ and 180◦,
so we do not expect these distributions to develop as a result of wave-particle interactions, although the
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distributions only develop when the lower hybrid waves are observed. This may suggest that the high-energy
electron fluxes are enhanced as a result of large-scale electric fields, possibly set up by the finite-gyroradius
effect of the magnetosheath ions.
In summary, we investigated the lower hybrid waves at an extended magnetopause crossing. The electron
velocity and density fluctuations associated with the lower hybrid waves are resolved. The spacecraft sepa-
rations are sufficiently small that the phase speed and propagation direction of the lower hybrid waves can
be determined using four-spacecraft timing of the electric and magnetic field fluctuations. We find excel-
lent agreement between the four-spacecraft timing and single-spacecraft methods for determining the lower
hybrid wave properties. Comparison of observations with linear theory shows that the lower hybrid waves
are consistent with generation by the MTSI due to the cross-field ion drift associated with the finite gyrora-
dius magnetosheath ions entering the magnetosphere. This suggests that these ion distributions, which are
often associated with asymmetric reconnection, are unstable and generate lower hybrid waves.
5. December 14, 2015
In this section, we investigate the lower hybrid waves observed near the electron diffusion region encounter
on December 14, 2015 observed at approximately 01:17:40 UT (Chen et al., 2017; Ergun et al., 2017; Graham
et al., 2017b). In Ergun et al. (2017), the waves observed close to the neutral point were interpreted as a long
wavelength corrugation of the current sheet. Here we reinvestigate the wave properties using the highest
resolution electron moments and compare the results with the lower hybrid waves observed in section 4.
5.1. Overview
For this magnetopause crossing, the spacecraft were located at [10.1,−4.3,−0.8]RE (GSE) and separated by
∼ 15 km. We rotate the vector quantities into an LMN coordinate system given by L = [0.02,−0.52, 0.86],
M = [−0.51,−0.74,−0.44], N = [0.86,−0.43,−0.27] in GSE coordinates. Based on timing analysis of BL, we
estimate the magnetopause boundary velocity to be ≈ 35 × [−0.28,−0.10, 0.96] km s−1 (LMN). This recon-
nection event has a relatively small guide field, ∼ 30% of the reconnection magnetic field. Figures 11a–11c
provide an overview of the reconnection event from MMS3, which crosses the magnetopause from the
magnetosheath to the magnetosphere. At the beginning of the interval, the spacecraft is in the southward
reconnection outflow. The spacecraft crosses the current sheet neutral point at about 01:17:40.0 UT where
BL = 0 (indicated by the magenta vertical dashed line) and then enters the magnetospheric inflow region.
Around this region, agyrotropic electron distributions are observed, indicating close proximity to the elec-
tron diffusion region (Graham et al., 2017b). Like previous observations, the magnetospheric inflow region
is characterized by increased electric field fluctuations near fLH and parallel electron heating (not shown).
On the magnetospheric side of the magnetopause, we observed both hot (E ≳ 1 keV) and colder (E ≲ 1 keV)
electron populations in Figure 11c. The colder magnetosheath population tends to increase in temperature
and decrease in density toward the magnetosphere within the yellow-shaded interval in Figure 11.
In the magnetospheric inflow region, we observe large perturbations in B (Figures 11a and 11h) and ne
(Figures 11b and 11h). The density perturbations are seen in the electron omnidirectional energy flux
(Figure 11c). These perturbations are largest at the density gradient, suggestive of lower hybrid drift waves.
Below we investigate the properties of the waves, in particular, their dispersion relation and wave-normal
angle.
5.2. Lower Hybrid Wave Properties
Figures 11d–11h show fields and particle observations in the yellow-shaded region of Figures 11a and 11b.
Figure 11d shows the components of E perpendicular and parallel to B. Large amplitude fluctuations are
seen in all components of E. Lower-frequency fluctuations are seen in E⟂, and higher-frequency E|| are also
observed. In addition, there is a large-scale Hall electric field EN > 0. Here lower hybrid fluctuations are
seen in EM⟂ and EL⟂ due to the guide-field.
Figure 11e shows that 𝛿B is primarily aligned with B and is largest amplitude when the EM⟂ and EL⟂ fluc-
tuations are observed. We also observe significant 𝛿BN⟂, consistent with a finite k||. Large-amplitude 𝛿B are
also observed on the magnetosheath side of the neutral point, where E is small. Close to the neutral point
between 01:17:40.0 UT and 01:17:40.4 UT, there are fluctuations in EN⟂ and 𝛿B||. These fluctuations are
inconsistent with the usual lower hybrid wave predictions.
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Figure 11. Overview of the magnetopause crossing observed on 14 December 2015 observed by MMS3. (a) B (Combined FGM/SCM data). (b) ne (133 Hz data).
(c) Electron omni-direction differential energy flux. Panels (d)–(h) show properties of the lower hybrid waves in the yellow-shaded region in panels (a)–(c).
(d) Perpendicular and parallel components of E. (e) Parallel and perpendicular components of the fluctuating (f > 5 Hz) magnetic field 𝛿B. (f) Perpendicular
and parallel components of Ve. (g) EM⟂ (black) and the M components of the ion and electron convection terms, (−Vi × B)M (blue) and (−Ve × B)M (red).
(h) 𝛿ne∕ne (black) and 𝛿B||∕|B| (red).
Figure 11f shows perpendicular and parallel components of Ve. Large fluctuations in VN⟂ are observed,
consistent with lower hybrid waves. We also observe large fluctuations in V||, indicating a finite k||, and some
fluctuations in VL⟂ and VM⟂. In addition, we observe large-scale parallel and perpendicular Ve associated
with the current sheet. In Figure 11g, we plot EM⟂ and the M components of the ion and electron convection
terms, (−Vi × B)M and (−Ve × B)M , respectively. Throughout the interval, E⟂ ≈ −Ve × B meaning electrons
remain approximately frozen in. In contrast, −Vi × B remains close to zero (although the sampling rate for
ions only partially resolves the lower hybrid fluctuations). We interpret these fluctuations in EM between
01:17:40.4 UT and 14:17:41.5 UT as lower hybrid waves.
In Figure 11h, we plot 𝛿ne∕ne and 𝛿B||∕B, where the fluctuating quantities are assumed to have f > 5 Hz. Both
quantities reach maximum values of ≈ 0.2. The largest 𝛿ne∕ne are colocated with largest EM⟂, suggesting
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Figure 12. Terms in the electron momentum equation for lower hybrid waves observed by MMS3. (a) M components of E (black), −Ve ×B (red), and −∇Pe,⟂∕ne
(green). (b) M components of E + Ve × B (black) and −∇Pe,⟂∕ne (red). (c) M component of E + Ve × B + ∇Pe,⟂∕ne. The magenta line indicates when BL = 0.
that the density perturbations are associated with the lower hybrid waves on the lower-density side of the
current sheet. In contrast, 𝛿B||∕B become larger as the plasma becomes more weakly magnetized and are
largest near the center of the current sheet, where B is close to the M direction. Thus, at low densities
(𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B||∕B) > 1, while at higher densities (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B||∕B) < 1. While this trend is qualitatively
consistent with cold plasma predictions, the gradients in n and B will modify the predictions (see Appendix
A). We find that 𝛿ne and 𝛿B|| tend to be anticorrelated, where the lower hybrid waves are observed, while
close to the neutral point 𝛿ne and 𝛿B|| are close to in phase. We note that since fluctuations in EN⟂, VL⟂
and VM⟂ are observed, the waves are nonplanar, and possibly vortex-like structures (Tanaka & Sato, 1981;
Norgren et al., 2012; Price et al., 2016). We conclude that the waves observed between 01:17:40.4 UT and
01:17:41.5 UT on MMS3 are lower hybrid waves.
For this event, we can investigate whether the differences between E and−Ve×B are due to electron pressure
fluctuations associated with the observed 𝛿ne∕ne. The electron momentum equation is given by
















where Pe is the electron pressure tensor. We can estimate the pressure divergence term in the M direction
with a single-spacecraft method using −∇ · Pe∕ne ≈ −∇Pe,⟂∕ne ≈ (nevph)−1𝜕Pe,⟂∕𝜕t, where vph is the speed
of the pressure fluctuations past the spacecraft in the M direction, and Pe,⟂ is the perpendicular electron
pressure. We use vph = 220 km s−1, which is determined by the best fit of −∇Pe,⟂∕ne to E + Ve × B. This
provides an estimate of vph for the waves. This vph is calculated in the spacecraft frame, which approximately
corresponds to the ion stationary frame.
In Figure 12a, we plot the M components of E,−Ve×B, and−∇Pe,⟂∕ne. We find that−∇Pe,⟂∕ne reaches large
amplitudes (> 10 mV m−1) while the waves are observed and in some places is comparable in magnitude to
E and −Ve ×B. In general, −∇Pe,⟂∕ne is out of phase with both E and −Ve ×B when the waves are observed.
This results in some phase difference between E and −Ve×B, while the relative amplitudes of E and −Ve×B
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Figure 13. Lower hybrid waves observed in the magnetospheric inflow region observed by the four spacecraft. (a)–(d) 𝛿𝜙B (red) and the best fit of 𝛿𝜙E (black) to
𝛿𝜙B for MMS1–4, respectively. Fluctuating E and B are obtained for f > 5Hz. The lower hybrid wave properties are summarized in Table 2. The magenta dashed
lines indicate the neutral point where BL = 0 for each spacecraft.
remain comparable. In Figure 12b, we plot the M components of E + Ve × B and −∇Pe,⟂∕ne. Overall, we
find that E+Ve ×B ≈ −∇Pe,⟂∕ne, which is most clearly seen between 01:17:40.5 UT and 01:17:41.0 UT. The
amplitudes and phases are similar, indicating that the pressure fluctuations associated with the waves can
account for the observed differences between E and −Ve × B.
In Figure 12c, we plot the M component of E+Ve ×B+∇Pe,⟂∕ne. We find that this quantity fluctuates with
amplitudes of∼ 5 mV m−1, typically smaller than the values of E,−Ve×B, and−∇Pe,⟂∕ne. This quantity pro-
vides an indicator of the overall uncertainties, rather than the values of the remaining terms in equation (8).
The main sources of uncertainty are (1) E is down-sampled to the cadence of the electron moments, (2) Ve
and Pe are computed from distributions with reduced angular coverage (Rager et al., 2018), and (3) the pres-
sure divergence terms must be approximated using the single-spacecraft method. For comparison, rough
estimates of the remaining terms in equation (8; not shown) yield values less than 1 mV m−1 and are thus
unlikely to account for the fluctuations in Figure 12c. For this example, we conclude that deviations of E
from−Ve×B result from fluctuations in Pe associated with the waves, and to a lesser extent the uncertainties
associated with the measurements of E and the electron moments.
We now investigate the wave properties in more detail. Figure 13 shows the calculated 𝛿𝜙B using equation (5)
and the best fit of 𝛿𝜙E to 𝛿𝜙B for MMS1–MMS4, respectively. For reference, BL = 0 is indicated by the vertical
magenta lines in each panel. To compute 𝛿𝜙B and 𝛿𝜙E, we bandpass B and E between 5 Hz and 100 Hz,
which corresponds to the frequencies where the wave power is maximal. For each spacecraft, we find good
correlations between 𝛿𝜙E to 𝛿𝜙B throughout the interval. We find that the maximum wave potentials are
𝛿𝜙max ≈ 50 V on each spacecraft, corresponding to e𝛿𝜙max∕kBTe ∼ 0.6. In each case, the largest 𝛿𝜙 are found
on the low-density side of the neutral point and 𝛿𝜙 becomes negligible as the neutral point is approached.
Thus, quasi-electrostatic lower hybrid waves do not penetrate into the electron diffusion region.
We note that the waveforms of 𝛿𝜙B and 𝛿𝜙E differ significantly for each spacecraft, prohibiting multispace-
craft timing analysis of the waves to determine their properties. Based on the magnetopause boundary speed
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Table 2
Properties of the Lower Hybrid Waves Observed in the Ion Diffusion Region
on December 14, 2015
MMS v (km s−1) direction (LMN) C𝜙 𝜆 (km)
1 144 [0.47, 0.81, 0.35] 0.78 11
2 172 [0.66, 0.74, 0.12] 0.84 13
3 162 [0.56, 0.57, 0.60] 0.72 12
4 166 [0.66, 0.73, 0.21] 0.78 13
Note. The properties are calculated for electric and magnetic field fluctu-
ations above 5 Hz.
the lower hybrid waves occupy a width of ∼ 50 km, corresponding to ∼ 0.7di (consistent with Pritchett et al.,
2012), where di ≈ 70 km is the magnetosheath ion inertial length. The most intense lower hybird waves
occur at ≳ 12 km = 0.2di from the neutral point.
The lower hybrid wave properties determined from the analysis in Figure 13 are summarized in Table 2 for
each spacecraft. Even though the waveforms differ significantly, the estimated properties are very similar
on each spacecraft. We find that the waves propagate in the M direction (dawnward), corresponding to the
direction of both the large-scale E×B drift and electron diamagnetic drift (shown below). The lower hybrid
waves are predicted to propagate approximately perpendicular to B, so their propagation direction is oblique
to the out-of-plane direction, due to the guide field in this event. On average, we find that the waves have
vph ≈ 160kms−1, slightly smaller than the estimate from the fluctuations in Pe. We calculate f ≈ 13 Hz
for the lower hybrid waves based on the power spectra of EM over the interval the waves are observed. We
Figure 14. Properties of the lower hybrid waves observed on December 14, 2015 by MMS3. (a) Perpendicular and
parallel components of E. (b) Spectrogram of cB∕E. (c) Spectrogram of Wf . (d) Spectrogram of We. (e) Spectrogram of
We∕Wf . (f) Spectrogram of 𝜆.
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Figure 15. Dispersion relation of lower hybrid waves calculated using equation (3) for all four spacecraft. (a) Dispersion relations of the lower hybrid waves
observed in the yellow-shaded region of Figure 14a. The black dashed lined indicates 𝜔∕𝜔LH = 1. The red and purple lines are the dispersion relation and
growth rate calculated using equation (12). (b) Phase speed vph versus k⟂𝜌e. The black stars in panels (a) and (b) are the averages of the wave properties
estimated in Table 2.
estimate the wavelength 𝜆 ≈ 12 km, which is smaller than the spacecraft separations, accounting for the
lack of correlation between 𝛿𝜙E (and 𝛿𝜙B) observed by the different spacecraft. From this 𝜆 we estimate
k𝜌e ∼ 0.6, corresponding to quasi-electrostatic lower hybrid waves, consistent with the predictions for lower
hybrid waves in the electrostatic limit and in agreement with previous observations (Khotyaintsev et al.,
2016; Graham et al., 2017a). This supports the conclusion that the fluctuations in E, B, Ve , and ne observed
on the low-density side of the neutral point are primarily due to lower hybrid waves.
We now compare the fields and electron energy densities of the lower hybrid waves using MMS3 in Figure 14.
Figure 14b shows that for these waves most of the field energy density is in B since cB∕E > 1; thus, Wf ≈ WB.
Figures 14c and 14d show spectrograms of Wf and We. Both spectrograms are similar, with most of the
energy density being found close to but below fLH on the low-density side of the neutral point. Figure 14e
shows that for f < fLH there is more energy density in the fields than electrons, in contrast to the November
28, 2016 event (Figure 4). This occurs because the waves have a smaller k⟂de (Figure 1f). Figure 14f shows
the spectrogram of 𝜆 using equation (4). For the lower hybrid waves shown in Figure 14a, we estimate
𝜆 ∼ 10 − 20 km, which agrees well with the results in Table 2.
In Figure 15a, we plot the dispersion relations from the four spacecraft using equation (3). For MMS3, we
take the median over the time interval indicated by the yellow-shaded region in Figure 14a, where the EM⟂
fluctuations are observed. We use similarly long time intervals for the remaining spacecraft, although the
start and end times differ because the spacecraft cross the neutral point and region with lower hybrid waves
at different times. All four spacecraft yield similar results. The lower hybrid waves are characterized by
0.5 ≲ k⟂𝜌e ≲ 0.7 (corresponding to k⟂de ≈ 1) and frequencies of 0.5 ≲ 𝜔∕𝜔LH ≲ 1, or equivalently 8 Hz
≲ 𝑓 ≲ 16 Hz. This smaller k⟂de accounts for the smaller We∕Wf observed here compared with the November
28, 2016 event (cf., Figure 1f). From Figure 15b, we estimate 100 km s−1 ≲ vph ≲ 250 km s−1, which agrees
with the results in Table 2 and the value estimated from the fluctuations in Pe. Compared with Figure 5b, we
find a much broader range of vph, which is likely because the waves here are more broadband in frequency.
In addition, the spacecraft separation is larger here compared with 𝜆, resulting in larger differences in the
dispersion relations between each spacecraft.
We now estimate k|| and 𝜃kB for these waves using 𝛿B||∕𝛿B, 𝛿Ve,||∕Ve,⟂, and (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B). Figures 16a– 16c
show 𝛿B||∕𝛿B, 𝛿Ve,||∕Ve,⟂, and (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) versus k|| and k⟂ predicted from homogeneous theory. We use
fpe∕fce = 30, corresponding to the median fpe∕fce over the interval used to calculate the dispersion relations.
We note that fpe∕fce varies with position here, so the estimates of k|| and 𝜃kB are approximate. We find that
the lower hybrid waves have k⟂de ≈ 1, indicated by the vertical green lines in Figures 16a–16c.
In Figures 16d– 16f, we plot 𝛿B||∕𝛿B, 𝛿Ve,||∕𝛿Ve,⟂, and (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) versus k||de for k⟂de = 1. Qualitatively,
the dependence of 𝛿B||∕𝛿B and 𝛿Ve,||∕Ve,⟂ on k|| are very similar to the November 28, 2016 case, where fpe∕fce
is much smaller. In contrast, a substantially smaller (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) is predicted here because 𝛿B increases
as fpe∕fce increases. In Figures 16g–16i, we plot 𝛿B||∕𝛿B, 𝛿Ve,||∕Ve,⟂, and (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) obtained from the
four spacecraft versus k⟂de. The values are medians in time over the region the waves are observed for each
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Figure 16. Estimates of the wave-normal angle and k|| from fields and particle observations of the lower hybrid waves observed December 14, 2015.
(a)–(c) 𝛿B||∕𝛿B, 𝛿Ve,||∕Ve,⟂, and (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) for whistler/lower hybrid waves versus k|| and k⟂. We use fpe∕fce = 30 predicted by cold plasma theory. The
green line is k⟂de = 1, the estimate k⟂ of the observed waves. (d)–(f) 𝛿B||∕𝛿B, 𝛿Ve,||∕Ve,⟂, and (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) versus k||de for k⟂de = 1 predicted by cold
plasma theory. (g)–(i) Observed 𝛿B||∕𝛿B, 𝛿Ve,||∕Ve,⟂, and (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) of the lower hybrid waves versus k⟂de. The colors of the points indicate WE∕WE,max .
frequency channel. For 𝛿B||∕𝛿B, we obtain values of 0.6 − 0.9, with an average of ≈ 0.75 around k⟂de = 1,
corresponding to k||de ≈ 0.06 in Figure 16d. For 𝛿Ve,||∕𝛿Ve,⟂ we obtain 0.3 − 1.0, with an average of 0.7
around k⟂de = 1, corresponding to k||de ≈ 0.05 in Figure 16e. For (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) we obtain 1 − 2, which
is consistent with the predictions in Figure 16f. Here ne is much larger than in Figure 6, so the spectrum
of 𝛿ne∕ne should be more reliable. From the average of (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) around k⟂de = 1 we obtain 1.3,
corresponding to k||de ≈ 0.02. This k||de is smaller than the predictions from 𝛿B||∕𝛿B and 𝛿Ve,||∕𝛿Ve,⟂. We
note that the values of (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) predicted from homogeneous theory are likely not valid here due
to the dependence of 𝛿ne on the gradients in ne and B (see Appendix A). The average k||de is then ≈ 0.05,
whence we calculate 𝜃kB ≈ 87◦. Thus, the estimated 𝜃kB is consistent with lower hybrid waves. The spread of
data in Figures 16g– 16i suggests that 𝜃kB may change with frequency or time/position. From 𝜃kB ≈ 87◦, we
obtain a parallel resonant energy of v|| ∼ 40 eV. This v|| is below the local electron thermal energy, although
there is a large uncertainty in the estimated v||. The estimated v|| is therefore not inconsistent with the waves
interacting with the thermal electrons. In summary, the quantities 𝛿B||∕𝛿B and 𝛿Ve,||∕𝛿Ve,⟂ indicate that the
lower hybrid waves have finite k||.
5.3. Cross-field Drifts and Instability Analysis
To investigate the instability of the lower hybrid waves, we study the force balance of the current sheet using
the ion and electron momentum equations and investigate the nature of the associated cross-field particle
drifts. The ion and electron pressure divergences are calculated from the four-spacecraft differences using
the full ion and electron pressure tensors, Pi and Pe, respectively. The large-scale electric field is found by
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Figure 17. Large-scale fields and particle drifts obtained using four-spacecraft methods for the December 14, 2015 magnetopause crossing. (a) B. (b) J
computed using the Curlometer technique. (c) ne. (d) E. (e) N components of E + Vi × B (black), ∇ · Pi∕ne (blue), and J × B∕ne (red). (f) N components of
E + Ve × B (black), −∇ · Pe∕ne (red). (g) M components of ion drifts perpendicular to B; Vi⟂,M (black), VE,M (blue), Vdi,M (red), and VE,M + Vdi,M (green). (h) M
components of electron drifts perpendicular to B; Ve⟂,M (black), VE,M (blue), Vde,M (red), and VE,M + Vde,M (green).
resampling E to the cadence of the electron moments (30 ms) on each spacecraft and averaging the field over
the four spacecraft. This sampling rate tends to under-resolve lower hybrid fluctuations. In addition, the
four-spacecraft averaging tends to average out the lower hybrid waves because for this event the spacecraft
separations are comparable or larger than the lower hybrid wavelength, Therefore, the computed terms
approximate the non-fluctuating component of E.
Figure 17 shows the results of the four-spacecraft analysis. Figure 17a shows the four-spacecraft averaged
B. Compared with Figure 11a, most of the fluctuations have been removed. The parallel and perpendicular
components of J, shown in Figure 17b, are calculated using the Curlometer technique. This J approximates
the large-scale nonfluctuating J, because the spacecraft separations are too large to resolve 𝛿J intrinsic to the
lower hybrid waves (Graham et al., 2016). The current density peaks close to the neutral point, rather than
where the lower hybrid waves are observed. Comparable parallel and perpendicular J magnitudes (primarily
in the M and L directions, except near the center of the current sheet) are observed in the yellow-shaded
region, where the lower hybrid waves occur. On the magnetospheric side of the current sheet (yellow-shaded
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region), a large-scale normal electric field EN develops, typical of the ion diffusion region of magnetopause
reconnection. In Figure 11d, EN is due to the large-scale Hall electric field and the fluctuations associated
with the waves.
Neglecting anomalous terms, inertial terms, and temporal changes, the ion and electron momentum
equations are








respectively. Figures 17e and 17f show that these equations are approximately satisfied for ions and electrons,
respectively. Moreover, we find that∇·Pi ≈ J×B, thus the cross-field current is produced by the ion pressure
divergence to maintain force balance across the current sheet. In contrast, the electron pressure divergence
has a much smaller contribution, due to the small Te∕Ti, yielding a maximum −∇ · Pe∕ne ≈ −2mVm−1 in
the N direction on the magnetospheric side of the current sheet. This value is significantly smaller than the
fluctuating component in the out-of-plane direction associated with the lower hybrid waves (Figure 12).
By taking the cross products of equations (9) and (10) with B∕B2, we obtain Vi⟂ ≈ VE + Vdi and Ve⟂ ≈
VE + Vde. Here Vdi and Vde are the ion and electron diamagnetic drifts, given by
Vdi,e = ±
B × ∇ · Pi,e
B2ne
. (11)
In the out-of-plane direction, we find that Vi⟂ ≈ VE+Vdi and Ve⟂ ≈ VE+Vde are both approximately satisfied
throughout the ion diffusion region, as seen in Figures 17g and 17h. For this event Vi⟂,M ≈ 0, meaning
VE,M ≈ −Vdi,M . The cross-field current is therefore due to the E × B drift of electrons in the M direction.
At about 01:17:39.8 UT, we find that Ve⟂ ≠ VE +Vde, likely because the electron diffusion region is observed
around this time, which is smaller than the spacecraft separations. Therefore, the spacecraft separations
may be too large to accurately compute ∇ · Pe and spacecraft averaged quantities, thus the computed drifts
may not be reliable here.
The results in Figure 17 are simply a consequence of the electron and ion momentum equations being satis-
fied in the limit when temporal changes and local acceleration can be neglected at ion spatial scales (larger
than the typical lower hybrid wavelength). These results should not be particularly surprising, but they show
that in the region where lower hybrid waves are observed, the cross-field current develops due to ∇ · Pi.
Thus, the likely energy source of the observed waves is the cross-field current produced by ∇ ·Pi, which can
be unstable to lower hybrid drift instability (LHDI).
To investigate the instability of the observed waves, we consider the local dispersion equation for LHDI in
the ion stationary frame (Davidson et al., 1977):



























where k ·B = 0. For the local plasma conditions we use B = 25 nT, ne = 5cm−3, Te = 90 eV and Ti = 500 eV,
and VE = −Vdi = 400kms−1, and Vde = 50kms−1, based on the median values over the interval the waves
are observed. The effect of the weak pressure gradient is included through Vde.
Figure 15a shows the dispersion relation and growth rate, overplotted with the observed dispersion relations.
The dispersion relation predicted by equation (12) is in excellent agreement with the observed dispersion
relations. Similarly, the predicted vph, shown in Figure 15b is in excellent agreement with observations. For
LHDI 𝛾max corresponds to k⟂𝜌e = 0.6, in agreement with where WE∕WE,max peaks. At 𝛾max, vph = 190kms−1,
which agrees with the observed dispersion relations and the value of vph predicted in Figure 12, and is
only slightly larger than values in table 2. Therefore, the LHDI predictions agree with observations, so we
conclude that the observed waves are produced by LHDI. However, close to the neutral point we expect
equation (12) to become unreliable due to strong gradients in B.
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In summary, the results show that the fluctuations in the ion diffusion region on the low-density side of
the neutral point are consistent with lower hybrid drift waves. All the measured fluctuations, phase speed,
dispersion relation and wave-normal angle are consistent with predictions for lower hybrid waves. We find
that some deviation from the cold plasma predictions can occur due to the fluctuations in electron pressure
associated with the waves and the density gradient where the waves occur. The single-spacecraft methods
used to estimate the wave properties are in good agreement with each other. The primary free energy source
of the lower hybrid waves is the ion pressure divergence, which is responsible for the cross-field current that
excites the lower hybrid waves by LHDI.
6. Discussion
We have investigated in detail two examples of lower hybrid waves at the dayside magnetopause near the
subsolar point. In both cases, we find that the waves have k𝜌e close to 0.5 and frequencies 0.5 ≲ 𝑓∕𝑓LH ≲ 1,
consistent with quasi-electrostatic lower hybrid waves. Although in both examples, the waves are consistent
with lower hybrid waves, the waves have distinct electric field, magnetic field, and electron energy densities.
These differences can be explained by cold plasma theory and the differences in plasma properties between
the two events. For the November 28, 2016 event, we find that the lower hybrid waves have k⟂de ≈ 3 for
fpe∕fce ≈ 6.7, and for the December 14, 2015 event, we find k⟂de ≈ 1 and fpe∕fce ≈ 30. We find that these
differences account for the different wave properties between the two events. Specifically (1) the value of
k⟂de determines We∕WB based on Figure 1f and equation (3), and accounts for the differences in We∕WB
between the two events. (2) As fpe∕fce increases and/or k⟂de decreases, cB∕E is predicted to increase based on
cold plasma predictions. This is due to the approximately frozen in motion of electrons, which is observed in
both events. As fpe∕fce increases 𝛿J is predicted to increase for a given 𝛿E. This results in larger 𝛿B according
to Ampere's law, resulting in cB∕E increasing, which is consistent with the observed differences between
the two events. In both events fpe∕fce increases as the magnetopause is approached from the magnetospheric
side, resulting in cB∕E increasing as the magnetopause is approached. In both events, 𝛿ne∕ne are comparable,
and reach peak values of 𝛿ne∕ne ≈ 0.2. Thus, the smaller (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B∕B) observed on December 14, 2015
is due to the larger 𝛿B∕B because of the larger fpe∕fce. We conclude that the observed differences in lower
hybrid waves properties in the two events are due to distinct fpe∕fce and k⟂de.
Another important difference between the two events is that on December 14, 2015, the waves were much
more localized, and the density gradient is more significant. Therefore, we need to consider the effect of












when electrons are frozen in. Here the primes denote derivatives in the N direction. At Earth's magne-
topause, where the lower hybrid waves are observed, n′ > 0 and B′ < 0 and𝜔−k⟂Ve,M < 0, so 𝛿ne is expected
to be anticorrelated with 𝛿𝜙. Thus, gradient terms may be the dominant contribution to 𝛿ne. By substituting













Equation (14) predicts that (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B||∕B) decreases toward the magnetopause from the low-density side
as fpe∕fce increases, but can increase due to n
′ ∕n − B′ ∕B increasing. The changes in (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B||∕B) across
the magnetopause likely depend strongly on the profiles of n and B, which can differ significantly between
magnetopause crossings. The observations in Figure 11 show that (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B||∕B) decreases toward the
magnetopause, suggesting that in this case the increase in fpe∕fce is crucial for determining (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿B||∕B).
Finally, we note that the localization in the N direction will result in 𝛿EN because 𝛿𝜙
′ ≠ 0. Since electrons
are approximately frozen in 𝛿Ve,M will also occur. These fluctuations are observed in Figure 11.
Our interpretation of these localized lower hybrid waves is that they correspond to the ripple structures
found in three-dimensional simulations of asymmetric reconnection (Pritchett, 2013; Pritchett & Mozer,
2011; Pritchett et al., 2012). In Pritchett et al. (2012) and Pritchett (2013), these ripple structures and the
associated electric field fluctuations were interpreted as waves generated by LHDI. In addition, rippling
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waves have been found in simulations (Divin et al., 2015; Pritchett & Coroniti, 2010) and observations (Pan
et al., 2018) of dipolarization fronts in Earth's magnetotail. In general, these ripples have been interpreted
as resulting from LHDI or a closely related instability (Pritchett & Coroniti, 2010; Price et al., 2017).
The December 14, 2015 event was investigated in detail by Ergun et al. (2017). They investigated the waves
at 7.5 Hz near the neutral point. They found that the polarization properties were consistent with a corru-
gation of the current sheet, which explains the fluctuations in 𝛿EN , 𝛿ne, and 𝛿B||. They concluded that these
waves were an electromagnetic drift wave, with phase speed of∼ 600 km s−1 and wavelength∼ 80 km. These
values of vph and 𝜆 are significantly larger than the values we calculate here for lower hybrid waves. Qualita-
tively, the main difference is that Ergun et al. (2017) predicts that the current sheet is corrugated, while here
we interpret the fluctuations as smaller-scale ripples localized to the low-density side of the current sheet.
However, both models predict very similar fluctuations in 𝛿E, 𝛿ne, and 𝛿B||, and thus, both processes could
be active at the current sheet; both processes may be manifestations of the same underlying instability.
The two events detailed in this paper show that the observed lower hybrid waves are consistent with gen-
eration by the LHDI and the closely related modified two-stream instability. Technically, both instabilities
are approximations to a more general dispersion equation for lower hybrid waves (Hsia et al., 1979; Silveira
et al., 2002). In addition to the instabilities investigated in sections 4 and 5, Graham et al. (2017a) found that
when cold magnetospheric ions are present the ion-ion cross-field instability could develop between cold
magnetospheric ions and finite gyroradius magnetosheath ions. The wave properties and propagation direc-
tion developing for this instability are similar to the MTSI predictions (without cold magnetospheric ions).
The primary difference between the two instabilities is that the ion-ion cross-field instability is unstable for
k · B = 0, due to the second ion population, whereas MTSI is stabilized. In either case the ion drift asso-
ciated with the finite gyroradius magnetosheath ions provides the free energy of the lower hybrid waves.
In both cases the waves propagate duskward in the cross-field ion drift direction, but at a slower speed than
the bulk ion velocity of the magnetosheath ions. Therefore, in the frame of these ions, the waves propagate
dawnward. The width of the region over which the instabilities can occur is determined by the gyroradius of
magnetosheath ions, which is much larger than the predicted and observed wavelengths of the lower hybrid
waves and thus the gradients can be weak, thus justifying the MTSI and local approximations. The results
in section 4 suggest that finite gyroradius ion effects are not necessarily associated with the ion diffusion
region of ongoing magnetic reconnection.
For magnetopause reconnection near the subsolar point, we expect lower hybrid drift waves to be produced
in the ion diffusion region by the ion pressure divergence. In such cases, the ion diamagnetic drift velocity is
approximately balanced by E×B, resulting in negligible ion motion in the reconnection out-of-plane direc-
tion in the spacecraft frame. In contrast, the electrons propagate at approximately the E × B velocity, with a
smaller contribution from electron diamagnetic drift in the same direction. As a result the lower hybrid drift
waves propagate in the E × B and electron diamagnetic drift directions (dawnward). Thus, in the spacecraft
frame the waves propagate the opposite direction to the waves associated with finite gyroradius ions.
In both cases, we find that the lower hybrid waves have a finite k||, and can thus interact with thermal elec-
trons via Landau resonance (Cairns & mcMillan, 2005). The finite k|| is most evident from the fluctuations
in the parallel electron velocity, and are observed in many other magnetopause crossings (not shown). From
the estimates of the observed k||, we find that lower hybrid waves can interact with parallel propagating ther-
mal and suprathermal electrons. The observed lower hybrid waves reach large amplitudes and can occur
over an extended region, so they can plausibly contribute to the observed electron heating. Both events show
wave potentials reaching e𝛿𝜙max∕kBTe ∼ 0.5−1. Similarly, large potentials have been reported in other mag-
netopause reconnection events (Graham et al., 2017a; Khotyaintsev et al., 2016). Future work is required to
investigate the importance of lower hybrid waves for parallel electron heating. Parallel electron heating is
expected in the ion diffusion region and magnetospheric inflow regions due to electron trapping (e.g., Egedal
et al., 2011). In three-dimensional simulations when lower hybrid waves are excited, Le et al. (2017) found
that parallel electron heating was further enhanced compared with the two dimensional case. However, the
precise mechanisms and role of the lower hybrid waves in parallel electron heating were not clear.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated the properties and generation of lower hybrid waves at Earth's magne-
topause based on two case studies. For the first time, we use electron moments, which resolve fluctuations
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at lower hybrid wave frequencies, to investigate the wave properties in unprecedented detail. The key results
of this paper are
1. Electron number density and electron velocity fluctuations associated with lower hybrid waves are
resolved. The electrons are shown to remain frozen in at frequencies where the amplitude of lower hybrid
waves is maximal. Large parallel electron velocity fluctuations are observed, indicating that the waves have
a finite parallel wave vector.
2. The spectrogram of electron energy density associated with lower hybrid waves is computed and compared
with energy density of the electric and magnetic field. The ratio of the electron to field energy density
increases with frequency, consistent with theoretical predictions. The ratio of electron to magnetic field
energy density is used to construct the dispersion relations of the waves, which are in excellent agreement
with theoretical predictions.
3. Comparison of the observed wave properties with theoretical predictions shows that the lower hybrid
waves have a finite parallel wave number and wave-normal angle close to 89◦. This allows lower hybrid
waves to interact with thermal and suprathermal electrons, potentially contributing to parallel electron
heating near the magnetopause. The estimated wave properties are in excellent agreement with the
single-spacecraft method developed in Norgren et al. (2012).
4. For spacecraft separations below the wavelength of lower hybrid waves, four-spacecraft timing analysis
can be used to determine the wave properties. The phase speed and propagation directions agree very well
with single-spacecraft methods thus showing that when multi-spacecraft observations are unavailable the
lower hybrid wave properties can be accurately determined from single-spacecraft observations.
5. The observed waves are consistent with generation by the lower hybrid drift instability or the modified
two-stream instability. In both cases, the source of instability is the cross-field current at the magnetopause.
6. The differences between lower hybrid wave properties, such as the ratio of magnetic field energy density
to electric field energy density and the relative amplitudes of magnetic field and density fluctuations, are
determined by the ratio of the electron plasma frequency to electron cyclotron frequency and the wave
number. The ratio of field to particle energy densities is determined by the perpendicular wave number of
the waves. These predictions are well approximated by cold plasma theory and account for the differences
in lower hybrid wave properties observed at the magnetopause.
Appendix A: Derivation of Single Spacecraft Methods to Determine Lower
Hybrid Wave Properties
In this section, we derive the equations used to determine the lower hybrid wave properties and dispersion
relation using a single spacecraft. We also consider the sources of uncertainty in the methods used. To model
the wave properties, we make the following assumptions: (1) The waves are quasi-electrostatic. (2) Electrons
are frozen-in, while ions are unmagnetized. This is justified because we are interested in the frequency range
fci ≪ f ≪ fce.
We assume the fluctuating quantities have the form
𝛿Q = 𝛿Q(N) exp(−i𝜔t + ik⟂M + ik||L), (A1)
where the LMN coordinate system is used, and the wave vector is along primarily along the M direction and
k⟂ ≫ k||. We assume that the waves are quasi-electrostatic and the electric field is modeled by an electrostatic
potential of the form
𝛿𝜙 = 𝛿𝜙(N) exp(−i𝜔t + ik⟂M + ik||L). (A2)




where primes denotes the spatial derivative in the N direction.
The perpendicular electron velocity fluctuations are given by 𝛿Ve = 𝛿E×B∕|B|2, where B = (B, 0, 0) is along
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Here Ve,M is the background cross-field electron drift in the spacecraft frame.























We note that for frozen in electrons −i𝛿V ′e,N + k𝛿Ve,M ≈ 0 when B
′ ∕B is small. For lower hybrid-like waves
k⟂ ≫ k||, so for simplicity we have neglected the contribution to 𝛿ne from k||𝛿Ve,L. Based on observations
𝜔− k⟂Ve,M < 0, n
′ ∕n > 0 and B′ ∕B < 0, so 𝛿ne is predicted to be anticorrelated with 𝛿𝜙. Since |𝛿Ve| ≫ |𝛿Vi|













The magnetic field fluctuations can be calculated using Ampere's law:
∇ × 𝛿B = 𝜇0𝛿J. (A11)
This yields three equations:








ik||𝛿BM − ik⟂𝛿B|| = − i𝜇0enek⟂𝛿𝜙B . (A14)





which is used to determine the wave potential from the fluctuating magnetic field. Similarly, equation (A13)
reduces to equation (A15) for 𝛿B′L ≫ k||𝛿BN . Thus, the single-spacecraft method does not require the lower
hybrid wave to satisfy the plane-wave approximation, and still holds when the wave is localized in the
direction perpendicular to k and B.














This suggests qualitatively that (𝛿ne∕ne)∕(𝛿BL∕B) decreases toward the magnetopause from the magneto-
spheric side, which is consistent with observations.
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Equation (A15) can become invalid if the following occur:
1. Ion velocity fluctuations become comparable to the electron fluctuations.
2. Density perturbations become sufficiently large to invalidate 𝛿J = −en𝛿Ve.
3. Thermal electron effects become large enough for electrons to deviate significantly from 𝛿E × B drift.
For lower hybrid waves at the magnetopause, we find that they propogate in the ±M direction in the
spacecraft frame. We therefore determine 𝛿𝜙 and vph from 𝛿EM , so the relevant current to consider is 𝛿JN .
Regarding point 1, we conclude that 𝛿Vi ≪ 𝛿Ve because f ≫ fci. This is supported by observations of the
37.5 ms ion moments, which show that the |𝛿Vi| is only a few 10's of km s−1. We can therefore approximate
the normal current as 𝛿JN = −en𝛿Ve,N − e𝛿ne𝛿Ve,N . The deviation in 𝛿JN due to density fluctuations, point 2,
is proportional to 𝛿n∕n. In both events, we find that |𝛿n∕n| is typically 0.1 (with peak values of |𝛿n∕n| ≈ 0.2),
so we might expect an uncertainty in equation (A15) of ∼ 10%. Regarding point 3, for thermal electrons the











2kBTe∕me is the electron thermal speed. Thus, the effect of finite Te is to reduce 𝛿Ve,N and thus
likely reduce vph estimated from single-spacecraft methods. For example, for k = 4×10−4 m−1, B = 25 nT, and
Te = 100 eV (from section 5) we find that 𝛿Ve,N decreases by ≈ 15 % compared to the Te → 0 limit. Overall,
the observations suggest that these effects are relatively minor and do not invalidate the single spacecraft
methods used to estimate vph. This is evident in section 4, where the lower hybrid waves can be calculated
from four-spacecraft measurements without assumptions.
From equation (A12), we can estimate the relative amplitudes of parallel and perpendicular magnetic field
fluctuations. If we assume that the waves are approximately planar, we can estimate the amplitude of







where 𝛺ce is the angular electron cyclotron frequency. This equation allows k|| to be estimated, although it
depends on the wave frequency, which may differ from the observed frequency in the spacecraft reference
















































where de = c∕𝜔pe is the electron inertial length. Equations (A19) and (A20) reduce to equations (1) and (2)
for Ve,M = 0 or 𝜔 = k⟂Ve,M∕2.
Finally, we consider the case when electron velocity fluctuations associated with lower hybrid waves cannot
be measured directly. In this case we assume Ve,⟂ = 𝛿E×B∕B2. We then calculate the electron kinetic energy
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Figure A1. Lower hybrid wave dispersion relations calculated using equations (A21) and (A24) for the lower hybrid
waves observed on December 14, 2015 from Figure 15. The blue, red, and yellow curves are the dispersion relations
computed equation (A21) using electron moments, equation (A24) using electron moments, and equation (A24) using
only fields data. The purple and green lines are the modeled LHDI dispersion relation and growth rate.












Thus, the dispersion relation of lower hybrid waves can be approximated from the fluctuating electric and
magnetic fields, without high-resolution electron moments. In both cases, the wavelength is computed using
𝜆 = 2𝜋∕k⟂.
Figure A1 compares the dispersion relations computed using equations (A21) and (A24). The blue line show
the dispersion relations using equation (A21) and electron moments (reproduced from Figure 15), the red
line shows the dispersion relation computed from equation (A24) using electron moments for We,⟂, and the
yellow line shows the dispersion from (A24) using E to estimate We,⟂. All three methods predict similar k for
𝜔∕𝜔LH ∼ 0.5, where the electric field power peaks (Figure 15). At higher frequencies larger k are calculated
when only fields are used, and the smallest k are predicted when equation (A21) is used. For 𝜔∕𝜔LH ≲ 0.25,
there is a large increase in k when only fields are used. However, in this frequency range, spatial changes
due to the motion of the magnetopause with respect to spacecraft may result in field or particle powers that
are not associated with waves. Overall, similar qualitative results are found for the three methods, and agree
well with the model dispersion relation, and similar k are found for the lower hybrid frequencies where the
electric field power peaks.
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